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Eastern Teachers news
11Tell the Truth and Don1t Be Afraid11
EASTERN

ILLINOIS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE--CHA.RII..J!SON

rtment Head Organizes Bureau

Marjorie Ingram Wins Individual Honors

Scott Reviews
Musical Career

orensic Activities at �astern
Impetus Under Larson

By Dorothy Tomlinson

"I

•

WEDNESDAY, JANU1ARY 27, 1943

WAS about four years old wh€n

I began playing .the piano, so they
tell me," said Henry Scott before his

, Tri Sigs, Sig Taus Tie for First
In Intramural Speech Tourney
Chi Delta Gamma
Captures Third·

performance at Eastern last Friday
night, Jan. 22.

Quizzer
East

at

need for

eken, Donald McKiney, EHeen
rmack, Robert Rourke, 'Joan

ks, Jane Stephenson, and Hel-

�tes.

tern

play

will

host

four

to

ls including MacMurray, Milli
Indiana State, and Normal at a

formances. I have been looking for
ward to this for some time and am
finally doing it-not that I feel any

Ralph Irvin
. . . Continues battle

Though Scott has given perform
ances in the Town Hall in New York

Council Sponsors
Quiz Program

and

battle of the sexes when six rep
Eastern

coeds pair

off

against an equal number of college
"Joes"

next Wednesday

morning

least four E[ debaters will at
a d e bate tournament at North
e ster,

Ind.,· on

February

26

'!1. March 13 will see E:I trek
to Indiana State Teachers col
a\ Terre Haute for a small tournt with Indiana colleges.

e climax of the year will be the

ppa Delta provincial tourna
which will be at ,Normal on

2 and 3.

llROGRAM

all-student

Ralph

chapel

Irvin

'44,

program.

student cour\cil

president, instigated the idea for a
·student quiz program at chapel, and
has provided leadership for the ven
ture.
Connie Bell '44, chairman of the
chapel committee, announces, "The
number 44 will be lucky or unlucky
for some Eastern students.

Approx

imately every forty-fourth
in

the

college

telephone

student
directory

Questions to be used in the con
test will

for training student

is the goal we are consider

Dr. Donald A. Roths

, principal of TG high school
week in regard to the contemorganizing of a library in the
udy hall.
,remodeling of the study hall
a reading room over the Christ

vacation with long tables in

of individual desks is the first

In the project," according to:
.thschild.

phasized the fact that the

were uncertain at the present,
no further action

be handed in by students.

Miss Bell stresses the fact that ques

rians in an actual high school

t

The student council has planned

will be selected to be a contestant."

Lays Groundwork
r School Library
$\ated

a. m.

an

would

' fore next year at the earl.said, "The general plan is to
a library with all the material

by the high school, in which

stu dents interested in library

could take charge and receive
'ence in directing library func-

tions submitted for use must deal
with campus life or the campus it
self..
She

says, '"A

suitable

question

might be, 'How many trees are there
in the circle, in front of the Main
building?' "
Assisting Miss Bell on the com
mittee are Jane Robinson '45, Louis
Schultz '44, and Clemens Hannekin
'45.
One

point will be given for each correct
answer.

· Bill' Humes

'43, will serve as mas

ter �f ceremonies.

.Edward

WILL have an op-

portunity to contribute in the in
fantile paralysis drive by attending

the President's card party next Mon

nounces that chairmen of the local

county

J. Hughes to serve as
chairman

for

the

Annual drive to raise money

taking the picture at the moment.
I started playing the piano with one
camera focused on me, then when I
stood up, I had to bow in three dif
ferent directions before I could find
the camera with the green light on.
Quite a novelty to say the least. I
was also

the

United

per cent of the money col
m this

cou�ty, will be

held

Coles county chapter of the

nal Foundation
sis, I
· nc.,

and

for
the

Infantile
remaining

will be turned over to the Na

Foundation to be used in re
work.

in

discovering

television broadcasts any longer.

I

broadcasted, just as I came to the
studio-without make-up."
E!cott was born at Tivoli on the
Hudson, in New York.

He played

ances while in grade school and high
school.

His first professional work

was in playing in a downtown thea
ter

while

attending the college of

fine arts Syracuse University.
He has studied under some of the
country's

finest

He

instructors.

worked with George Fior,

head of

the Music department at Syracuse
university,

and

with

Rolylin Tur

rick, who coaches at Manniss school
in New York.
Scott's

·

program

began

with

his

impressions of Vincent Lopez, Eddie
Duchin and Teddy Wilson, followed
by two classical numbers, the "Juba

Page Six

Continued on

Chi

OF

Women
on

War

committee are Mrs. Charles C. Lee,
and Mrs. E. H. Taylor.

Schools and communities all over

the country are cooperating in the

Discussion centered

around

the

admission of high school juniors and
seniors to college and proposed leg
islation

to provide for

a Southern

University of Illinois at Carbondale.
In addition to the regular mem
bers of the committee,

Mr. Frank

Nickell, superintendent of Public In
struction, and President Frank iBeu
of Western were present.

. . . Flies for Freedom

of which Dean Lawson is a member.

sis.

Seniors, Note!
DON'T

DR. JOHN R. Alexander, Charles-

nouncement last week or didn't

your

physician, discontinuing his

army, donated a preserved specimen
of Siamese twins to the college

0l'Y laboratory on January 4.

FORGET

to hand in

Alexander Donates
Siamese Twins
ton

21001-

Marjorie Ingram
individual s::oring

Royal Air Force
Loses Woolford
"MISSING

IN action"

to

20,

Mrs.

the

were

mother of James Woolford, former
Woolford has served with the Roy
al Canadian Air Fol'ce since April,

1941, and has been in England since
bombing

He has been flying

planes

since

arriving

in

England.
Word was received in Charleston
at

one

time

stating that

he

had

participated in the devastating raid
on the city oc Cologne.
Woolford was graduated from

'I1G

high school and later attended East
ern for nearly four years.
He

left school

to join

January

27,

1941

Royal

Air

Woolford

was

the Canadian

Force.
While at

Eastern,

and

Metter

serious

reading.

in original oratory.

student.

January, 1942.

win

poetry

Ray

in extempore speaking and a second

H. Woolford,

R.

honors by

ning a 1blue ribbon in both

'46, Sig Tau, was second with a first

words telegraphed last Wednesday,
Jan.

'43, Chi Delt, won

associate editor of the Warbler and

a high honor student.

ranked

third

in

Jene Bails '45,

individual

point

winning by garnering a first in or
iginal oratory and a tie for third in
debate.
Helen Stites '45, won first in de

'44, tak

bate with Betty M. Lewis

ing second, and Jene Bails '45, and

Rourke '43, tieing for
third.
Marjorie Ingram took first in seri

Bob

ous reading, and Betty Brotherton
'45, placed second.
Denny Wins Blue Ribbon
The

blue

reading

ribbon

for

'46, and Mary

with Robert Inyart
Jean Warren
third,

humorous

went to Betty Denny

'45,

'46, taking second and

respectively.

Marjorie

In

gram beat out a host of contestants
in

the

Ryan

poetry

division,

and

Mary

'46, won second, and Helen

Harrington '46, third.

Jene Bails topped the entrants in
original

and

Bill

oratory,

Moore

that order.

and

'46,

Ray

Metter

trailed

in

Everett Cooley '46, won

the oratorical declamation division,
and Don McKinney '45, and Ralph

Price Makes Special
Warbler Offer

Treat '44, placed second and third.

Metter won extemp with Don Her

EUGENE PR'.[jCE, business manager
of the Warbler, announced today
that any students who expect to en
ter the armed services in the near
future, or who do not expect to re
main in ccllege until the Warbler is
distributed during the latter part of
April, may order their yearbook at
this time.
This offer also includes anybody
who was registered at the beginning
of the 1942-43 school year but who

students

may

leave

Warbler office.
is

distributed,

their

NeWS< and

When the Warbler
a copy

wiil

be

sent

COD to the home addresses of those
students.
However, if students wish to pay
for the Warbler before leaving col
lege they may pay the assessment to
Price tzfore

leaving

and

will be mailed to <them.

a

copy

Each stu

dent receiving a yearbook must pay
an assessment of $1. For each quar
ter the student has not been regis
tered there is an extra charge of
$1.75.

'44, second, and John Walters
'44, third. EJizabeth Moss '43, Rob

ron

ert Frame '43, and Dorothy Pinnell
'46,

placed first, second

and

third

in that order in scripture.
Joan Sheeks '43, Speakers presi
dent and general chairman of the
affair, stated that the student turn
out of 68 participants in nine events
was be�ter than in past years.

Dvorak Plans
Patriotic Program
"A

P1ATRIOTIC

program

present-

ed by the college choir will take
the

place of

planned,"

the

opera previously

announced

Dr.

Leo

J.

Dvorak, head of the Music depart
ment last Monday, Jan. 18.
Dr. DV'orak stated that as yet he
did not know the exact nature of the
program, but several soloists will ibe

featured in addition to numbers by
the entire choir.
Music arrived early this week for
the program.

Dr. Dvorak stated that in spite of

present conditions, he is well pleas
ed

with

the

quality

of

the

choir.

About 50 members now compose the
personnel of the organization.

There was also a meeting of the
sub-committee on Public Relations,

drive to stamp out infantile paraly

practice for the duration to join the

contestants

Judges Pick Ingram

James Woolford

ler box or turn it in at the

in

took

were credited with two.

na;mes and ad,jresses in the "i¥arb

P'roblems

Gamma sorority

Independent

points.

Such

K.

Delta

chalked up six points and Players

time.

,EJizabeth

activities

for

your

years in college.

In

case

you

chapel

an

didn't
see

hear

the

the

four

News, please write up

your activities

and drop it in

the Warbler box, the second box
under the east bulletin board.
THE WARBLER STAFF.

·

Sigma Epsilon copped third with 12

is not enrolled as a student at this

Lawson Attends
Chicago Meeting

to

The cups will be awarded

second :i>lace with 24 points and Phi

a great number of amateur perform

on the infantile paralysis
throughout

interested

that. special make-up isn't used in

Chicago last Friday, Jan. 22 .

President Robert G. Buzzard an

T J. Rourke '43, was ap

light indicates the camera that is

Committee

the Main auditorium.

ted last week by Secretary of

cast, they focus a battery of five or
more cameras on you, and a green

Law�on attended a meeting of the

day evening, Feb. 1, at 8 o'clock in

rke Serves As
nty ,Chairman .

He began, "For a television broad

DEAN

Charleston Aids
Paralysis Drive
CHARLESTON

Room of Radio

interesting performance.

This committee will have charge
of the scoring of the contest.

Rainbow

broadcast from Columbia as his most

IT WILL be a continuation of the
resentative

the

City, he named his recent television

this battle of brains which is to be

and 20..

one else, but I have just had a spe
cial interest in it."

e state oratory and extempore
a on February 19

more capable in that line than any

32

various

tions at a future chapel.

It didn't take long to

corporated into concert stage per

garnered

the presidents of the two organiza

I

no reason why humor couldn't he in

te tournament on the local cam
ing contest will be held at· Au

laugh.

people

"Having always admired the hu

Feb. 3 in the Main auditorium at 10

on Saturday, Feb. 13.

make

mor of Will Rogers and others, I saw

The lo

Louise Bails, Louise Doak, Em
nr eer, Robert Frame, Clemens

events.

ular phase of my work."

\mapter of the American Legion
also asked for a program to be

ir

to

and· both

points on placings in the

quite as much respect as this partic

}. panel discussion will be pre
ted for the Booklovers club of

Amyx,

ticipants

there is no fine art for which I have

to address civic organiza-

Bernita

Both organizations entered 18 par

in concert music.

and elusive of all the fine arts, and

speech fraternity, has already
to answer calls for public

are

day night, Jan. 19.

discover that it is the most difficult

club and Pi Kappa Delta, hon

services

humor

tried it once.

and

nted in the near fUture.
dents who have volunteered

first prize winner in the intramural
speech tournament held last Tues

thought it would be simple until I

ored on the campus by Speak

leston on February 19.

to Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity
and Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority as

·•I used to think that it was quite
easy

training for the making of the

airer s

DUPLIOATE CUiP'S will 'be awarded

music,

it, so why not the concert stage?"

t the government considers this
organized

classical

The movies, radio and theater have

in past years, due to the fact

Bureau,

combines

long felt t h a t there was a definite

tern will carry on its inter-col
te' program much the same as

akers

Missing

unique

In regard to how he developed his

ech department, states, "Despite
htioning and limited traveling,

e after the war,"

decidedly

particular style, Scott stated, "I hav e

the

of

head

is

humor.

Bureau
Speakers
-ol'ganized
duled to begin functioning and
sev eral debate trips in the off-

'Dr: P. M. Larson,

style

swing numbers and a good dose of

the

with

the near future

which

momen-

trn are due to increase

ill

Scott's

in the music world - a treatment

On the Eastern News Front ....
Sig Taus and Tri Sigs Tie for First !Place in Speech Intramurals-Page
one, column five.
Forensic Activities at: Eastern Expand in War Effort-Page one, column
one.
Dr. Thut grants reporter "Hobby-Lobby" Interview-Page two, column
one.
Normal Red Birds Bow
one.

six, column three.

to Panthers by Score of 39-31-Page five, column

Dr. Morris Forecasts Need of More Extensive Nutrition Knowledge--Page

·

EASTERN Tl!;AOHERB NEWS

PAGE TWO

Botany Prof Pursues Hobby

A Dream
Walking

Dr. Thut �xplains Influence
Of Photography Bug's Bite
WIDESPREAD

POPULARITY

the hobby of photograph collect

Tirnt,

member

of

the

"MOONLIGHT

Shuttlebug

Botany de

which also promises to become you.
"Promise Pink" is meant for every

"I am one of several around here

sor

Thut,

it

in regard to his favorite leisure pas
time.

"At one tiine I had a large

I decided •to sell it and

try

the

one

of

35

cameras, t_hough.
"candid"
"All

the

pictures

I

have

Its

color

taken

possibilities

pictures.

Dr. Hiram Thut

Since I ·became interested in color

York.

of remembering some of the thing&
we have seen.

I always enjoy loC'k

ing over the scenes at Niagara Falls,
the Empire State Building, and at
Watkin's Glen."

Dr. Thut stopped to explain that
the

pictures

were

projected

on

were

screen in natural color, but
not moving pictures.

a

When the film

is developed by the Eastman com

P'S!

gave

chapter

Sigma,

of

party

sorority,

last

night, Jan. 22, from 10:30 to 12 at
Guests met at the chapter house
program

"This

method,"

states

slide.

Dr.

Thut,

"adapts itself especially well to land
scapes

and

scenic

V'iews.

Unlike

Hendrix,

member,

and Mr. and

Those who attended

the

were: Virginia Schroeder, Margaret
Rademaker, Mary Gaiser, iLee
Rachel

time."

Ruth Maness, Esther Pinkstaff, Jean

Local Scenes Please

Gossett,

Thut

said, "Lo

pictures are the ones of .the same
scenes at different times of the year.
I

took

a

picture

looking

towards

town from the corner of Sixth and
Polk streets at three different sea
sons

of the year-on e

fall, and winter.
possible to

in summer,

It is almost im

believe that

pictures are of

exactly

the

three

the

same

scene-there is a marked contrast
between them tharl; is really inter

esting.

"All of these pictures are trans
parencies projected on a screen. It
is impossi!ble

to

get

Kodachrome

films now because of priorities, so
the hobby is 'in suspension' 'at :pres

ent.

"I have always ·been interested in
art 1brut have never had the time to

try painting, so this makes a good
substitute.

Another phase I enjoy

is taking colored pictures of my chil

dren each year-and they enjoy 'see
ing ·themselves grow'.
very

interesting

It provides a

evening

enter

of

tainment to look at all ;the pictures
with a group

of

friends, and talk

Wilson,

Jeanne

Po

viewed for an indefinite length of

Continuing, Dr.

Ann

Owen, Helen Lee
Geneva

Patricia

Lane, Marjorie Arnold, Lillian Fa
gan,

Jean

Marian

Jones,

Gosset,

Martha

Bessie

Moore,

Townsend,

·Charlotte Greene, Dorothy Henson,
Mary Inez Pinkstaff, Jean Living
ston, Irene Dye, Esther f'hipps, Dor
othy Jean Pinnell, ·Rosemary Lock
yer, Emily Greer, Betty Rae Rich
mond,

Helen

Herrington,

Eileen

Miller, Mary Ryan, Elaine Talbott,
Avis Whitworth, Betty Jean Engle,
Betty

Brotherton,

Betty

Denny,

Mary Jean Warren, Virginia Lacey,
Florence

Nelson,

Jewel

Betty Lewis and Jene Bails.
Guests

included:

Johnson�

Don

Herron,

Bob Inyart, Louie Schultz, Bernard
Kettlecamp, 0. C. Burd, Don Ting
ley, Jim Roberts, Ray Metter, Clem
ens Hennekin, Dick Fisher, Oliver
Anderhalter,

Bob

Price, Bob Kahtz,

Lewis,

Eugene

Eugene

Wright,

"I have also shown some of the

to enjoy them, as well. Altogether,
it is a highly enter.taining hobby."

Doyle Howell, Bob Hill, Bill Miller,
DuBois, Darrel Clark, Ralph Irwin,
Jack Soderholm, John Reed,

Hugh

Reat, Frank Wilson, Jack Everson,

Bobbie Zeizel, Second

Lt.

A.

J.

Hughes, Charles Nagy, and Robert
Burr.

. COUNTRY

LIFE

club,

adV'iser,

sponsored

a

Spanish

the

sale

of

War Savings ,Stamps in the form of
winter

corsages

during

December,

which netted the organization a to
tal .of

$40,

it

was

to

and

the

announced last

Wednesday,

students

of

the

his-·

a Spanish tea last

Jan. 2'0 from

to

4

6

p. m. at the Coleman residence.
Spanish songs were sung during
the tea.

Faculty guests included Dr.

Members of the club viewed a mo
Monday evening, Jan. 25 at 7:45 in
the science .building.

The
movie
showed the importance of rural life

_in the present war.

Imagine be

ing able to wash all your wool sweat
ers

and

dresses without

of

fe'.lr

shrinking and to be relieved of the
dread of moths. Chemical treatment

has been developed which involves
actual chemical changes in the sub
stance

of

the fibres

affect

their

but

normal

does

physical

not
form

important in spinning and weaving.

teacher

Consolidated

Ann

in

high

the A
school.

gr
· oom is an accountant in

beth Monts.

road, St. Louis, Mo.

ces

Fan Reed, Louise Waible, and Eliza

of

Zeigels Entertain
Coed Friends

C L I V E D ICK

SANDWICHES, HOT chocolate and

PLUMBING AND HEATING

cake were served to Grace Guth
rie '43,

Jane Craig

'43,

the

the Illinois Terminal

Margaret

Plumbiru:-, Beating and Shel&

Rademaker '43, and Lee •Podesta '43,

Metal Worlr

at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Wil

liam Zeigel last Friday evening, Jan.

TELEPHONE 295

15 after they had attended the thea
ter as guests of the Zeigels.

First we have no silk and nylon
too. When synthetic

rubber

For Good Tasty Meah

tires

finally take to the road the cording
used in the carcasses will be of ray
on.
When we hav'e

nylon again

try the

you

may be wearing it on your feet as
well as your legs.

Shoes of

Corner Confectionery

clot.'1

coated with nylon wear bette!' than
leather.

And you

will be

able to

TELEPHONE 8J

Northeast Corner Square

spend the summer afternoon sitting
on your mttan porch furniture wov
en of gaily colored nylon.

Electric

wires can be insulated with it, tuu.

BETTER CLEANING!
RENEW 'l1HE BEAUTY OF YOUR GARMENTS
Our Cleaning Method /Will Do It

THERE 18 NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR QUALITY

SCHEIDKER CLEANERS

· A good hair cut just doesn't hap
pen-it ts the result of long ex
perience and careful attention.
You can get that kind of service
at the

AND

FURRIERS

JUST E AST OF C

TELEPHONE 234

HUTTS

TRADE AT

P H 0 NE
,

DEPENDABLE
TAXI SERVICE

36

LICENSED and FULLY
INSURED

Campbell's Shoe Shop
Buy Stamps with the
Balance and Lick the
Other Side.

24-HOUR SERVICE
Sixth & Jack.son St.

Just South of Square on Seventh

and Mrs. Kevin Guinagh, Dr. Donald
ael.

Meeker

made

fine

leather

bill

C HARL ESTON PROFESSIONAL CARD

folds-the small size for ladies and
a varied assortment of designs for
men-embossed

or

plain;

priced

Phones: Office 126; Residence 715

$1.00 up; all genuine leather.-C.,P.

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.

Coon, The Dependable Jeweler, 408

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Sixth St.

Second Floor Lincoln Bldg.

DINNERWARE - PAINTS· ENAMELWARE
HOUSEWARES- SPORTING GOODS

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE·

during her

She is now employed as the h
economics

Those enrolled in this

1
I

CLINTON D. SWICKARD

HARDWARE
PHONE 492

S. B� M. D.

DR. \V.B. TYM

.

i�ho:::'

Hours by Appointment

DENTIST

Charleston National Bank Bldg.

�� I

Phones: Office 476; Residence 7

RAZOR BLADES - LIGHT BULBS -

FROMMEL

Alpha · Phi

Dykes, Reba Lawyer, Martha Moore,

and now we may give up our rayon,

Charleston, Ill.

-·

Theta

ior year.

Ray Alter, and Miss Elizabeth Mich

The corsages were made by mem

vie, "The Battle Is In Our Hands,"

in our post-war world.

effects

serving as president of Players

Southwest Corner of Square

week.
bers of the club.

finding

The .bride was prominent in
matics while a student at

This is for those

Adams,

Welch, Jr., of

at Poplar muffs, Mo.

who have had a small amount of
Mary

Adolph

parsonage of the Methodist ch

wla

The second section of the course

are:

to

HOLMES BARBER SHOP

Latin�American

tory classes at

under

in

substitutes due to war shortages may

Ill.,

Daisy Woodyard, and Anna Shafer.

section

WAS

marriage of

Louis, Mo., on August 15, 1942 ln

Mrs. Harold Tolle, Howard Pepple,

typewriting.

of the

Mrs. W. K. McWilliams, of Ve

ords, A!ma Taylor, Cleo Thompson,

is commerce 111.

Sn

McWilliams '40, daughter of 'Mr.

Moore, Richard Record, Jane Rec

SPANISH TEA, chocolate, and tea
Coleman

leadership of Dr. Hans Olsen, fac
ulty

Colemans Serve
Exotic Beverage
cakes were served by Mrs. Oharles

Country Life Sells
Winter Corsages

pin

Irv'in Randolph, Dale Williams, Jack

over travels.
pictures to art groups and they seem

actMty

made

beginning

Lineberry,

Martena

A NNOUNOEMENlr

Those enrolled in this sec
Clarice

Virginia

Ingram,

McWilliams, Welch
Take Sacred Vows

tion are: Winnifred Baker, Dorothy
Gordon,

Frame,

Grace

as

One section of the course, labeled
students.

Robert

Ethel Cassida, and Ralph Irvin.

convenience of those unable to at

work

prove to have far reaching

Cress,

Stevens,

Weidner,

Stimulated

New members include Roy

tend during the day.

clothes.

party

and. guests.

is a service primarily for adults. The
courses are held at night for the

for

cer

Following the initiation acti

to type for their own satisfaction. It

is

initiation

a dinner was served to the in!

It is also useful for

110

the

ternity.

students and those who would like

Commerce

Zeller, Miss

the ideals and activities of the·

·be

working man or woman as well

more

flameproof

may also

These courses are designed for the

fumbling when it is

new

It

Rose

Miss Wright explained to the

This credit may be used

teaching.

Miss

After

hours

able typists.

ments she now is graced with com
fortable

four term

fraternity.

assisted the president.

high

those in the armed forces, as there

look her best in bulky asbestos gar

Mrs.

desta,

No

accredited

is now a shortage of men who are

Since "Rosie the Riveter" doesn't

adviser, Mrs. Wayne P. Hughes, hon

from

the

Stevens, and Miss Barnice Ba

ing civil service examinations or for

opened it lights up inside.

faculty

motion pictures, each scene can be

cally, I imagine the most interesting

grouping or

system.

ris,

used as an elective, major or minor.

A dickey or a blouse with a

electrical

president of

Margaret Eckstrand, Miss Ruby

Many will find it useful toward tak

the front row for men is a

'1Wn

rink.

orary

toward

The latest in Milady's' handbag is

were transported from there to the
Miss Gertrude

of credit.

a recently patented version with its

and

16

Classes convene each

schools may earn

stripe.

at 1050 Seventh street after the en
tertainment course

you

of vivid canary, with a dark

The initiation ceremony was

Tuesday night from 7-9:30 o'clock.
Graduates

memben

charge of Mary Ellen Wright

be open on Thursday night for prac

yellow jacket, a snappy sports coat

the roller rink west of Charleston.

Gaiser.

individual

On

Friday

or

an

your

frilly jabot completes the costume.

Sigma

national

a skating

v'elvet.

The second

through

new

Monday evening, Jan. 18."

The typewriting room will

tice purposes.

line, trimmed with a front of black

William Zeigel were chaperons.

on

strike

to a suit of black pin stripe benga

pany, it is mounted ·with each scene
picture

a

Or combine the black with

silhouette your taste may lead

Rolling Skates Call
·Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sigma

"The colored picture is a nice way

may

itiated seven

courses of begin

The course extends
weeks.

ruffle

If you have a stripe-going-round

ALPHA

Shoots Colored Pictures

edge

on

a

pink.

ber of trips, during which we have

New

the

down

with

a plain apron of light blue, gold or

. . . Tames "Birdie"

photography, we have made a num

and

stitched

are offering two

office positions.

jersey

around

Ohio,

navy

rayon

black crepe dress
keynote.

Wisconsin,

spring

A bib and apron of printed

come of the Kodachrome

winter,

with

dress.

I've 1been quite pleased with the out

Florida, Texas, both in summer and

scheme or combine it

A lively new fancy is the apron

with this camera have been in c::>l::>r.

taken quite a lot of scenic pictures.

new

to

Use it for

blue are almost limitless.

of

I have taken principally scenes in

which soars

pink"

with numerous other spring shades.

"candid"

in the spring

year's "shocking

has a lilt

a one

I got my present

camera

1940.

mm.

last

height for color schemes.

314 x

414, camera.

to

and

DEPA!RTMENT

the extension division of Eastern

Succes

blonde and every brunette.

who have become interested in pho
lately," stated Dr.

You"

and now we have something els�

partment.

togra,phy
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. honorary geography frateri�

class will meet Tuesday, Jan. 26.

of

ing is manifested in Dr. Hiram F.
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aracter of Tomorrow's World Merits
creasing Attention of Nation's Leaders
T WILL happen when this war is finally over seems to be

occ upyi n g more attention as the days go by. Congres
nal leaders. are coming in for· increased criticism. It seems
be the general consensus of opinion that the nation should
cern itself exclusively with the winning of the war.

But it is today extremely important that men, thinking
give attention to the immense task of moulding a world
t of the chaos of the present. We are probably a long way
That seems to be true even in light of the
m peace today.
lendid advances of Allied armies on a number of battlefronts.
n,

And yet there is always the possibility that the war may
d quickly, that Germany may soon crumble before an amaz

Russia and that Japan may offer much less resistance than
now expected against the combined incomparable strength
the Allied forces.
But it is not wise to count on a speedy conclusion to the
ar.
We must prepare and steel ourselves both for future
oody battlefields and for the psychological effects which con
ued rationing and the growing length of casualty lists will

evitably make.

Wendell Willkie and Vice President Henry Wallace are two

en who are especially bearing the criticism of many Ameri

because of their visions of the setup in that hazy future
hen Hitler will pay for the misery and suffering he has caused
d J apan will be bombed into submission.
We Americans should remember that this world can not
the same place after the end of the struggle. Whether we
e it or not, this country must accept its rightful position in
s

Don Herron
an hour, you might be called a saboWhat shall we call the person who either by in
tent or lack of foresight does not conserve that most
precious resource we ha ve--our children in this nation?
What of their spirit, their c.haracter, their training?
These children must be protected, treated, and loved
if they are to be the kind of people that will inherit
in the right kind of spirit and receive and carry on
to its destiny this democracy of ours. An old Chinese ·
professor, Dr. Lee, gives this adVice: "If you're planting
for one year, plant grain; plant in the spring and reap
in the fall. If you're planting for ten years, plant trees.
If you're planting for a hundred years, plant me n."
We're not planting for one year, not even for the dura
tion, therefore, we must direct our attention to the
children of today who will be leaders of tomorrow.
Much of the responsibility for the training and
education of children rests upon the home. Unfortun
ately, the American home is not what it once was. The
figures point to a tremendous increase in crime, par
ticularly by the youth of the land. According to J. Edgar
Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
these young people accounted for 18 per cent more ·
asstults, 23 per cent more sex offenses, 22 per cent more
gambling, and 30 per cent more drunkenness than dur
ing the same period last year. The answer is not dif
ficult.

the church

The

are not

home

reaching

and its

enough

facilities have become overtaxed, law

programs are being

abandoned.

In short,

At college the faculty must substitute in this capacity.
ordinarily follow the examples they set.
Yet there was much to be desired in the behaVior of the elder element
·the Scott recital last Friday. During the intermission three faculty
for us.

bers and their wives exited by the back door. It is rumored that one
said the recital was not worth sitting through.
. Scott was graciously taking bows
At the end of the program, while
being encored by the audience, another faculty party arose and

them

Mr

ed out.
.
rt was advertised weeks in advance that the recital would be strictly
a

satirical and humoristic vein.
t.

Henry Scott bills himself as a humorist

.

a

very much.

Others in the audience seemed to enjoy

them

Even if they were bored, they could have made some

pt to conceal their feelings instead of disrespectfully walking out.

Is the student body to follow the actions set by the faculty? Are the
ent.s to show their dislike !Or something so readily and obviously?

they to walk out of a classroom because the instructor happens to be

vering a particularly boring lecture or because they cannot agree with
instructor's point of view?

surely the answers are in the negative.

mites should continue to be on their good behavior, as they were at
recital last week-end, regardless of the examples set for them.

And when the Eastern student body is criticized for its conduct again,
we suggest that there
others who come in for their share of
too?

are

as

ago

an

felt the

administraticn�.

to advocate that a�l college,·

the culmination of

a

Ever since the de

have been
·

the

same

thing, neglect

as if you were to invite Hitler and his henchmen· to·

rule over you."

He continues, "The relationship between a liberal
education and freedom is good sound American doc-, .
trine.

The vast American educational system has set

men free-free not alone to serve but free also to lead.''

TheEe words should be accepted and digested for;·

what they are worth.
one of

This is

America's foremost

the sincere

leaders.

opinion of

This

country · is

changing in a hundred different ways these days. Many '

customs and traditions are being cast out in an effort ,
to speed the prosecution of the war.

Is liberal educa

tion one of those customs that should be eradicated?

··

The combined efforts of the Flynns, ·Ed ·and Err-01,

have just about crowded the war off the front page.

And so, at last, Mr. Robbins announces · the cast
Quite an·'

of the winter play, "Ladies in Retirement."

·appropriate title, don't you think?
There is

ed to its responsibility, overnight there would be a re

nothing

quite

so

nauseating

right

now

as the "stuff" printed in the columns of the Chicago

naissance of that Virile, indomitable spirit which is only
found in free and God-fearing peoples.

Tribune.

There . was a time When a tolerant America

<

.

immersed in the editorial pages of that paper; but that·

The ...

which is shaking the universe, the publishers of this

t,he nation's leaders but they go so far as·to create. dis-10

trust of our allies.

by ELP

. .

By openly inferring that, Russia, for instanca;·'do:es

the public mind is assailed with doubts and ·1eMi8. �.9.XBJ
Even if such an inference were true,· ahd ,tndile •

WW

no grounds for believing such a thing as yet, would this
be the time to feed the people such a diet?' .-' J

But for some obscure reason the column

We should not minimize the danger of tnts,;W;ee.t!T

did not find its way into print.

The paper has a wide circulation

Though Henry Scott

we recall correctly, he

a mean figure eight on roller skates,

as

at the Tri Sig party last week-end.

deser�J»l

'

.

.

' ... "

tentive if they themselves had a

weekly

if

the

students would be
part

in

. ,.'Ii

more

the

at'.:.

Could the Music department and Playe ts.".f>e
·

prevailed upon to furnish the program soll}e w�e1d '
'·

was

·:·� ,

�Y._;��I:;�.

program.

was evidenced

Podesta

T'/;

Why not h ve a chapel prog:ram prf!�nt�d
�
winners in the mtramural speech contest?
. "

W!' feel as

Zeigel cuts

bit -confused about the whole thing, though.

t.Qe>Jr

other.

were a few highbrows who made the exit via the back

Mr.

and

sharpest kind of reprimand, at least.
,
, �-:,;•; t.i; a(
Freedom of the press is one thing; sliµiq�r. iS.;,8.,lt';;:l

made a big hit with t.he masses iast Friday night, there
If

wni�ii,iw

not intend to fight Japan after Germany ·is

!We hear that
Betty Story wrote a column of favorite jokes for jour

intermission.

·

sheet continue to s!ander the government in every way'"
possible. Not only do they find continuous· fault wt.th''·

Kickapoo Aristocrat·

nalism class.

'

Shape of Things

a

She had

the idea that one was supposed to scoot around on all

-------·: ..

fours.

.

,

.

!We suppose
Marj Ingram recited her poem in the intramurals just

as a mere formality.

It is being

told about "Cobby" Wright that he entered the reserve
library with his reading list and requested a copy of

C un

.

Chapman and
o
ts. This text was issued to all Ed- ·
ucation 343 students at the beginning of the quarter
and was supposed to have been read daily.

hope the

Hall offers more

appeal than t,he Student

yonder.

Two weeks ago
Mr. Robbins was producing "Night Must Fall" with five
men. Last week he changed to "Ladies in Retirement"
with one man.

.

could afford· to overlook the radicalism and discontent .
time has long since past.
Now when we are fighting a war, the ferocity of

ppointed.

elves are to blame.

have especially

time

books-Or what amounts to

threats to it from abroad. If every home were awaken

Council did toward enticing an orchestra hither from

Therefore it seems to us that if they did not enjoy the program, they

Some

your books-and you will lose your free d om as surely:

But it. is not too late to correct this situation. We
must clean up democracy at home, while watching for

Those who left prematurely surely did not come with visions of

g a concert of classical music. And if they came with expecatio:ns
program of humor, swing, and concert satire, they surely were not

arts colleges

the burning of the books by the Nazis . . . . Burn· your·

re

Arrangements for
.
the Washington Ball are still in a state of flux. Let's

be entertained and not to appreciate the greatest in music and musi

war.

will

. . . is at best a crime comparable n my opinion with ..

is

We went

He does not profess to be a first-rate concert pianist

·

In the words of WHlkie, "The destruction of the

sponsibility to often is non-existent in the training of

W'e think the stu-

pace

'

tradition of the liberal arts in this crisis in our history

is not yet compulsory at entertainment courses.

they should be; but we think they are improving.
1.<i were appropriately dressed at the recital the other evening, and we
enge anybody to find fault with their behavior during the performance.
But if for any reason the social customs or manners of the student
are to be criticized, we are sure there is a cause; in fact, the base of
unmannerly action is obvious. IA.t home we look to our elders to set

Duke

·

pression, thoughts of securing a livelihood
uppermost in America's mind.

was not advertised as Carnegie Hall-and attendance

ENTS ON

at

·

as away from liberal arts courses.

youth.

door dw·ing

our campus are constantly being reprimanded for their
Jack of the social graces, with special regard to dress and manners at
nege functions. We admit that these two points are probably not

of

This, regrettab!e as it is, is

school

moral

delivered.

decade of increasing emphasis upon vocational courses

in

enforcement

hookup,

spokesman went so far

teachings of

people,

radio

girls -either study technical courses exclusively· or leave .
school to accept positions in defense factories. ·

w1dermanned, onetime excellent recreational and social

The age-old struggle between the advocates of a

stern's Faculty Fails to l-lold
elf Above Reproach at Times:

The liberal

effects

that country, state, or nation where the moral fibre and
resistance are weak.

national

have to fight to escape extinction.

teur.

only

a

Many smaller colleges today are facing a hazardous
future and it looks as if these same institutions.

If you drive over thirty-five miles

ig America" and a "Little America" will have at last come
: ; 1i
an end.

Surely, we won't be foolish enough to think that we can
What is needed is a broad
aw up in our shell of isolation.
pective. America is now part of a whole. We had better
accustomed to this point of view. Maybe the reason why
)son's life-long dream of American membership in the
ague of Nations went up in smoke was because America's
ion was too narrow.
You can scoff at Wallace's plea for "a bottle of milk for
�ry Chinese baby," but it still provides ample food for thought.

spirit of democracy,

and the love for it.

Crime thrives, violence and murder rage,

.

ii'

we must inculcate the principles of

RADE'M:AKER. ............................................ Associate News Editor

.

oldest and most American traditions are being reduced .
to mere memories.
' '
nd written in . recent
Much has been spoken
··
education.
months in regard to the ·future of higher

eration which is going to inherit this

democracy, the

.

In these times, when. anything .not· strictly. con
ducive to the war effort, takes a beating, many of the'

important resource-that is, the gen

PODESTA ...................................... ,............................... Associate News Editor

world.

ov.er

university.

Yet, we must not overlook our most

ENE PRICE ................................................................................ Assistant Editor

e

We conserve all of these

must be .had in order to win this war.

F.ditor

·

"OPEN THE books if you wish to be free." Those were
the, words of Wendell Willltie in .a r·ecent address

things because they are vital resources, resources that

ted by the Courier Publishing Company

O OOVI

·

By Don Herron ·

1879.

ARET

..tr.a& It Seems t�·Me,..
by)im
�

are in a process of conserving iron, steel, zinc, cop

Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the
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What next week-"The Women?"

The Student Council
has finally become cognizant of the fact that there is
a battle of the sexes.

Have no fear, Colseybur,
we won't let Mr. Brunk of the delinquency prevention

office send you away.

SERIOUS THOUGHT is needed

Thought for the week:
What matters but the Price of

things!

now on the

problem

f

of the peace to come if a future world confederation .
. for peace is to hay�

i:"nY

possibillt.�

.��

su

cc.eecting...

.

;
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These Things

--

COLSEYBUR .

WILL remember when creeping

I

age

Has left me

frail and bound

my

limbs with chains-

The things I've

white clouds ,

COLSE YBUR PROVES M E TAL
COLSEYBUR IS i n the junk business, a t last.

that

metal,

junk,

A long bird poised against the sky,
murmuring

puns,"

ColseY'bur confided,

picking

up a cast-iron ibath tub and view-

ing it with pride.

With a twinkle

in his eye, he mused, "I was get

ting just a little rusty myself, you

know."

"My first job will be to get iback

the scrap we sold the Japs.

After

that, my plans are indefinite. May
be

I

shall go to

;:r shall go to Africa.

May.be
way,

out

the South Seas.

Any

I think it's a good way to iron

our

dlfficultles."

If you don't believe Colseybur

is

sincere in his new undertaking, just

read the rest of this column.

If your name isn't Flynn ,

you

aren't news.
Then

was

that

little

promptly asked for a convoy.

to

have ·been

Remember

way

:back

WIAIVE, try a WiAJAJC.
There may

The cozy, lazy .warmth of an open

war has accomplished

one

problem.

Now that we have heard Scott on

the piano, we are looking forward

to !A!bbott and Costello on the Vio
lin.

Our

If you press us, of course we'll

admit that we knew Eastern when

good looking and

·the men wore long pants.

•

We suppose those night classes in

commerce are designed primarily to
difference be

tween a typewriter and a washing

machine.

changes

so

Ray Metter thinks the

Leather

And we

used to think that there was a ray
of hope for Metter.

As long

as

will always

there are eggs, there

But it

takes the Sig Taus to run around
with those Willkie buttons.

need of

Orientation Weeks.
It's

indeed,

knows his teacher these days.

who

decorate

Hall if you will,

a

how

that other sorority

along.

is

getting

And bring havoc to my plains-

If we can :believe Joan Sheeks, the

war is about.

Pi has pledged 20

And Miss Reinhardt used
,
to tell us that they wouldn't take
any.body on probation.

By the time this appears in print,

the Battle of the Sexes will have

We wonder

where the men found their stand
inS?

Ever since Dean Lawson volun
teachers

are

her office
feeling.

You may
ruins

laugh at

the

Of things that I used

smold'ring

to know-

And be on with your wicked show.
In ti?ne all words sound hollow,

And the patriot's song seems dead,

And war but a distant echo

just

leys

tomorrow

on

some

that

all

to drop into

to ask how she

ls

Of course, we don't want things
to. go badly, 1but we do wish that
Mr. Koch, Mr Allen, Miss Weller,
Mr Thomas and Miss Johnson would
.

.

be called back into the service.

�
It may

choice.

quite a few years to acco
this, but it must be accomp

lf there is to be a peace that
last.

Marguerite Little : I think that '
organization

pletely broken up.

I also

Mathematics was my major, and

Imagine

Gamma.

At least we're sure of one thing :

a college man can make.

inated in Japan or Germany.

Who said-"! regret that I have

only one more term to give for my

Life Line."

we

a member of Sigma

Tau

under control, some astronomer will
announce that he has discovered a
new planet.

That Argentina beef we used to
now turns out to be

corned mutton.

White-washing the Axis means a

lot

of

mopping-up,

at

which

the

WAACS and WAVES should come
in handy.

the

Now it's "Send Out the

And so we pulled up to a filling

our point of view.

of co
Hitler

This,

will take a long time.

his organization should

completely.

the

Shick, Dick,

tests."

and

We are grateful

to the USO for

keeping dancing alive for the com
ing generation.
Inasmuch

as

there

will be

no

spring vacation, you might just as

well plough through your work now.

other nations should have con

of her government, and

are inclined to believe that this

a Coastal War.

is

now.

Ray Metter:

I believe

we

punish all of her officials,
war.

Also,

in

the

any army

should not try to split
up

into

ever.

smaller

Tenth and Lincoln

negie Hall." And the best jokes of

column.

Ah, the PRICE we have to pay for

ELP.

Colseybur's

Signal Corps.

Iris are

in

the

Get Yo u r P lacement
B u reau Picture
Taken Ea rly;
RYA N ST U D IO

Until the turnips sprout again.

Phone 598

Signed : Professor Colseybur.

Wassermann

But when the filling station at

GREEN'S
For That Del icious
Home Made

Ice Cream
Just Four Doors South of
Sixth St.

Ladies
Adva nce S h owing

Spring
Shoes
New B ri g h t Colors

See Our Windows

�1 nuti �r·s�

I :I:a1\'jWf1111:nJa1I •1;JI
"You always enjoy it · when you · connect

RUSKIN

with a Coke no matter where. · There's

THOMPSO N'S
MARKET

11 The Biggest Little Store
Open Sunday, 7-11

Free Delivery

something about it that's special. All · the
difference between something really re
freshing and just something to· d rink. Yes,
indeed. The only thing like Coca-Cole is

m

Town"
Phone 156

G€r

countries,

N u m be rs .

ADKINS' MARKET. .

ha

and navy at all.

S m a r t Open Heel

IS

sh
but

future

should be prevented from

Red, G reen a n d Beige

T H E ST U D E N TS'
MAR K ET

keep
she

from becoming the menace

Judging from the shortages that

exist in the East and the West, we

er

Perle Pray : I think she should
absolutely no military power.

tendant asked, "Any allergies? " we

Things are going along about as

be

·

Colseybur don't even get into this

Yep,

Out

in
to

eral should be re- educated

try to make the people pay for

"The best tunes of all go to· Car

the Good Neighbor policy had orig

used to ·be-"Throw

our surprise when

about

Connie Bell : Immediately after
victory the German race

Just about the time we get things

worry

a tuxedo is !J.Ot the best investment

It

·

ill, and Colseybur.

fainted.

quite so often.

t
·

might help ·before acting

she's been vaccinated, and she's had

usual, only we don't see Frank Tate

be

must

station and proudly chirped, "Yep,

We need copy so badly that we're

I t's

on

distant

And recover ill-gotten gains.

The work of the Anti-Social Com-

Square

a faculty meeting soon so that we

can meet a few new people.

P'ipe Line."

And bring havoc to my plains,
rise

Dr. Buzzard has

country?"

You may conquer my hills and val

I shall

itively Not Admitted?"

.Somehow or other, we wish that

If that is your life, then have lt,

a little crazy,

we have been intending

Metter put

would recognize Sigma Tau Gamma.

A country is only the vision

their

say wl
out consulting Roosevelt Ch

learned that our own Jinx Flacken 

up so that the telephone company

And level them zone .by zone-

allze

This is as much as I will

'44.

so I became a major.

burg is
We suggest that Dr.

or still have .Price and Cblseybur.

Speakers, at least, know what this

the information

tramural speech tourney.

We wish that somebody would pay

You may shatter my city canyons

can pick their own

country must be educated

we should have a four page paper

Indian head penny.

school

the voices of Eastern's prospective

We do hope that

! have known their sunset beauty,

Before
presidentl

their own democracy.

We can't make our mind whether

Is as rare as Tommy's

teered

OLD MAIN'S corridors echoed with

the following notice above his door :

leys

set

make i.t possible for them to

•.

"People Looking for Secretaries Pos

Another War

collectors .

Who looks like Denny,

taken place ln Chapel.

understand .

orators last Tuesd ay night in the in 

Every now and then we have

under strict · millt�

conditions in that co

that perhaps a "cooling off'

adorn the

wlll continue still.

until

These things' I will remember and
-Marie Dickson

and

be put

ler's

dents, we do mean you.
may

many after the war?
Helen Herrington: Germa,ny

A candle stabbing at the darkness,
girlish laughter-

And

willing to take back all of those un

The fellow, we fear,

Kappa Delta

The healing touch o f m y mother's

speech, dramatics, and English stu

You

Of leaves beneath my

hand,

wise student,

9.

trea d ;

more frequent

kind words we said about the glass

Light Must Fall

students.

And the rustle

these days that we meekly suggest

the urgent

But

be the Phi Sigs.

dies,

fast

Floating over the fields once red.

necks come from DeKalb.

read,

Sweet love of youth, haunting melo
personnel

Of hopes that the youth has known.

the

The lingering pleasure of books I've

hiking?

And the memory still remains.

girls

fire,

the

when

You may conquer my hills and val-

thing; it has eliminated the necktie

teach the

leaves ;

only road work we did was hitch

be a "forgotten man,"

but not around here.

all the girls were

The tranquil hour of dusk, autumn

taken

hankering to go up to Chicago to see

If you're not prepared for a cold

The

seems

over by the student body.

Tri

Sig who got her man at last and

·

ing air,

mittee

But the shortage of men students

there

trees,

The clean, fragrance of early morn

and

scrap are each worth five hundred

by Ruth

mer rains.

Like some of his more

Only his fear of being called a 'junker" kept him out this long.
figure

Child . . .

And 'the cool relief of sudden sum

youthful and robust colleagues, he, too, wanted to get in the scrap.

"I

lived so deeply -

Elephant's

Coca-Cola, itself. Bet you've fo,.n
. d that
out already.''
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY

OF .

.
THE COCA-COL.A COMPANY £Y

MATTOON COCA-COLA BOTILING CO.
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Locals Prepare for
Macomb Battle '

lermen Solve Zone Defense

anthers Rol l Over Normal
ith Late Ral ly, 39-3 1

a game which may add further tur

61

12 points.

a total of

Using five experienced lettermen,

the Westerners have proved a foe

hard to stop. With Clarence Warren
Moline

of

V'isitors have unleashed a high-scor
ing offensive in previous games.

ny Kerker, a product of Peoria, are

Walker

the regulars plenty of

1 and a free throw to his team's
use, but Larry Walker, EI forward,
ptly did the same thing for the
thers.

scorers for Macomb.

Tom Taylor.

Macomb

and

. . . Forgets injury

t into the lead on two baskets

th a basket for the Red Birds.
solve .the
rn then began to
1 rone defense which had bafthem during the first half and
t on a scoring spree with bas
·by J. SUilivan, A. Sullivan, and
er, and a couple of tallies ;by
pps.
A basket and two free · throws by
23Two baskets and two free throws
re then tossed in by both teams
tie the score again at 29-29. The
thers then stiffened up on de
e and only allowed the visitors
the

e while .they collected 10 to make
final count read 39-31.

Lawrence

Field of

George

46-40 in a game played on for

man for the Millermen.
livan,

guard,

running

McCord's

mate

at

Mickey Dyson, forward,

connec'.:

Lehr and Jim Sullivan added s'!ven

FT.
2
·1
0
o_
4

points each.

forward

Blasczyk,

Field,

enemy

led the

10 points.

for

George

attack

with

Copeland, George Field

center, fouled out of the game.

2
1
1
2
1
o
Sutley, f. . .. . .... ......... ............ .2
4
1
Copeland, .c. :............ :..........3
2
2
Borkowski, g. ............ . .........2
2
O
Blasczyk, g . ... . . . .... . ........... .... 5
2
O
Bennett, g. . . . ...... . . .. ............0
O
O
Taibanritz, g. ..... ..... . ... :........ 1
FG. FT. PF.
EA.STERN
1
0
Vail, f . ..... . ............. .. .: .. : ........ 1
3
O
Dyson, f. . . . .. . . ... ..... ..... . ........4
2
1
Lehr, f . ... .. . ................... . ...... 3
2i'
1
Phipps, f . ..... . ............. .. . :.....0
o
O
&hick, c . . . ...... . . . ...... . ..........0
2
1
J. Sullivan, c . ........ ...........3
1
1
McCord, g. . ......................... 5
2
1·
A. Sullivan, g . .................... 4
. .....................2

Smilomitz, f.

Murray,

. .........................2

f.

.

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

7
FT.
0
1
0
0
2
2
5

Ohampaign ;

day

night,

Jan.

sparked the winners to victory with
eight points.

John Scanavino was

This victory tightened the intra

Shiley Stud ies
nguages in Colorado

r.

WAS learned last week that Dr.
tlibert A. Shiley, former director
IJramatics, whom the News. stated
been commissioned by the navy,
at the University of Colorado, in
der, studying languages.
He is in the navy and is hold
the rank of yeoman second class.
Shiley enlisted on December 12

mural race with the Phi Sigs and
Sig Taus

it out for

feat.

first

one de

For . . . .

C LASS ROOM,
CAM P U S or H O L I DAY

a seaman first class at the Chi

OCCAS I O N S

recruiting station.

e was sent to Washington .to be
ewed, and in view of his prev

We Have It

training, was sent to the Uni

Hose, Siheer Spun - Gloves
Lovely Sweaters in Sloppy Sues

o f Colorado to study Jan·

VALENT I N ES

fighting

Both teams have suffered

and Jo e s and othu styles Blouses in cotton and silks SOc, $1.00 to $1.25 Dickies !White Stripes, etc. - Capper's
Campus Scarfs.

dance, are urged

TC'

the

quarter

Trojans
paced

with
by

outpointing

nine

the Vikings.

Darigan

points.

Reat,

George

sharpshooting Viking forward, foul

16-6 margin

half. TC maintained a

at the halftime intermission.

and

D r. Wayne H ug hes
Wee k-e n d s H e re
of the Industrial Arts department

the
Dick

sparK plug

on .P'aris to win

and now connected with the Nation
al Safety Council with .offices at

Capt.
ern

with

is

20

East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill., was
week-end

a

visitor

Charleston.

in

Dr. Hughes reports that things are
going nicely with him, and adds that
he

has

in teresting

"some

seen

sights," including the air-raid con
trol center in Detroit, Mich.

are

at

it

BRADING'S

S H O E R E PA I R I NG

21 points in the last two games.
John
the

Sebastian

league's

Quality Materials and

of South

leading scorer

53 points to his credit.

WILL R O G E RS

to try-out.

Everything from soup to nuts will

Prompt Service

PHONE 173

417 Seventh St.

of

next.

Wednesday
and

event.

Other

Margaret

social chairmen, are in charge of the
committees
iLois

Emily Steinbrecker,

include

and

Lee,

Margaret Hubbard, in charge of .the
Betty

prizes ;

Sherrick, Betty

least, the dishwasher, Jeanne cress.

Jeanette MacDONALD-Robert YOUNG

Maybe the faculty are taking their

sports seriously.

At

''CAIRO''

least the en

tire Hom e Management house - in
cluding
among

Schmalhausen

Miss

those

seen

alley last week.

at

JAN. 29-30

FRIDAY-S ATURDAY-

last but not

and

JAN. Z7-28

Van HEF LI N-Kathryn GRAYSON-Marsha HUNT

Jean

Engle, and Eileen Miller in charge
of refreshments;

e

"Seven Sweethearts''

co

Hon, the

Jane

Wente

___

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY-

be incorporated in the WAA party

was

the bowling

-plus-

"Seven Miles From Alcatraz"

REM EM B E R . . . .
Your shoes are i'Oing to
need re-soling.
For the Best in Leather
and Workmanship see

S U N DAY-MO N DAY-

���of

522 Jaekson

JAN. 3 1 -FEB. l

Swing as Ann Sings
Dance to the

Laugh as Red Clowns
I N C HA R L ESTO N

�

Thrill to the Navy

I T'S

MIRACLE of
COLE PORTER
Songs!

Stirring B attle-cry

K EIT H ' S

BREAD

, ,;:::

Bakers

of

CHAIRLES'l'ON, ILLINOIS

ANN

\:} SOTHERN

P.i:f

by name"

KEITH'S
BAKERY

��

Pl
t\
RED
, SKELTON

11Ask for it

Holsum Bread
505 Seventh St.

without

The Sullivan brothers

All students with danc

formances.

Wholesale

Phone 451

3-2.

Scoring speeded up in the second

again; this time it's Andy who seems

of the year,

Dick Fisher, ace Phi Sig forward,

high's two gratis tosses

Charleston

to lead at the first intermission

the past two years, this select group,

W. C. Fitzpatrick

education' building.

TO combined a field goal by Rush

DR. W·AYNE P. Hughes, formerly

defeat of Paris high -by Moline. The

SHOE SHOP

34-13 last Thurs
21 in the health

tie between

Eastern was

comment around

the Phi Sigs defeated Graham's in

tramural quintet

DeKalb

Another upset that caused much

ROLLING SMOOTHLY on to their
fourth straight win

up

Southern, Western, and Eastern.

TH E GOLD E N R U L E

Fra t C o n t i n u es
Victory Marc h

high for the losers with eight.

ij

tripped

a three-way

effect

to

.

.

managed to

lead.

under the direction of Miss Hupp

second wi.th four field

ran

For

ing ability of who were in last year's

ed four times from action, and Dick

.

5 o 'clock in the dance studio.

Andy Sul

goals and a gratis toss.

thers haV'e suffered only one de
and all other teams have been
eated at least once.

..

Normal

race.

ed in participating in the annual

28, at

the

Darigan with a free throw as against

to be the eagle-eye, connecting for

rich has presented outstanding per

point

maintain

roons from Southern at the hands
of Western put new life in the IIC

guard

from

and once

action

times from

five

nets

the free throw line, was high

is victory keeps EI in pace with

.

The upset of the high-flying Ma

star

held Thursday evening, Jan.

Paris Van Horn's quintet

ed out just before the end of the

Foley,

modern dance performance will be

MoCord, splitting the

other conference leaders as the

.

the armed forces .

of the team, who is ill with mumps.

week, meeting Carbondale to

By Virginia Lacey

eign soil.

zone defense which would not
't the Panthers any under-the
t shots.

• . . . .......

Cox will leave soon for

night and Eastern tomorrow night.

this

23, by running

ville,

breaking up of the strong Nor

.

iron and as a guard on the basket
ball team.

suffering

TRY-OUTS FOR persons interest-

over

on the grid

ing about as an end

are

sat!le guard, Eastern's cage quin

Saturday night, Jan.

The ability of Phipps and Walker
hit spot shots from the side of
floor was mainly responsible for

..

veloping into something worth talk

Tigers

Women 's Longies

tet chalked up another victory last

rmal then tied the score at

.

athlete who sh_owed promise of de

the state.

SPARKED BY Chuck Mccord, ver-

llelle started the second half off

..

farewell to the athletic career of
Louis Cox, freshman grid and cage

Leathernecks play two confo games

McCord Leads fI
Over Army, 46-40

e ga.me then developed into a see
battle for the remainder of the
and it ended up with Normal
in front 16-12.

w

.

DeKalb's

losing to

32-24 last Tuesday night, Jan. 19 in

the health education building.

challenged throughout

EASTERN'S PANTHERS must bid

We still lay odds

Swank and one by Dane Walker.

e, f. .... ....... . . ............. . . ... 2
!
' c. ........................ :
art, c . ............ . . .. . . . ....... . ,1
urg, g. . .. . ... . .. . .. .. ... ....... ... .2
er, g. . .............. . .. .. . .. . . . ... 3

Nol'mal

has conquered

Southern,

Huskies in three league starts. The

Jim Sullivan

ro-.

lea,ding

Warren and Kerker are

Jonna! then began to click and

.

competition

are Bill K!ekamp, Tom Herbert , and

tiormal, then contributed ·a field

(31)

giving

sophomores that have been

!Phipps started things rolling for
with one of his left hand hook
ts. Belle, flashy colored guard

f. ..... .............. .. .............. 4

Three

starters at the gi.iard posts.

the losers with eight points each.

tals .:.................................. 16

•Lan

Jim Clark, of Watseka, ana

victory

remainder of

L:;i,ke

Moore,

Bert

and

Forest, in the forward positions, the

Swank tied for scoring honors

points the

three

into a

go

to

for first place in the conference.

!lndy Sullivan, Eastern guard, led
to

47

to

week

last

way tie with Eastern and Southern

The !-'anthers were slow in start
but h it their stride in the sec
half and finished up strong to
helm t he basketeers from Nor-

road

Maroons

Trojans

high school

got off to a flying start and though

Loami, the Leathernecks clipped the
Carbondale

the

HIGH'S Vikings · smashed

Charleston

Coach

B y Don Mead

Paced by Roy P'age, center from

Hall of Brother Act

dealt a serious

TC

Locker Room

28, in

thers Thursday evening, Jan.

when the Red Birds went down
ore a - fighting EI aggregation 39
�I In a game played last Wed
Y night, Jan. 20, in the health
tion .building.

locals on the

. . . the . . .

invade the den of Eastern's Pan

moil to the wide-open UC race.

'S HOPES of chalking up
sixth consecutive conference

pionship was

Around

will

MA.COMB'S LEATHERNFJC'KS

TC Vikings Blast
Charleston, 35-24

j

"RAGS" RAGLAND
BEN BLUE

SIX

PAGE

Calorie Counter

EAST E RN . . .

Pem H a l l H o nors
B i rthday G i r l s
HUGE VALENTINES and birthday

in the

candles decorated the taibles at a
dinner given la.st Wednesday, Jan .

. . . S E RV I C E
EJASTERN'S PUBLIC

relations of-

fice is again asking men who are
abroad

and

men

who

are

going

abroad to send a letter to the of
fice

asking that

their subscription

be entered on the mailing list under
the special subscription for service
men.

Ensign Ervin Kirchhofer '40, writes
from somewhere in the Pacific.
says,

"My

unit

has

pulled

He

out

of

San Francisco and has arrived at its
destination.

We w!ll be on an ad

vanced hase and it looks pretty good
to me.

our camp will be reasonably

comfortable.

At least, more so than

I expected."

Corporal Jack Ulery '44, writes, "I
left Edgewood Arsenal on December

7 and arrived here in Camp Sibert,

Ala. the following day.

We got here

just in turte to witness one of the
hardest rains this part of the state
has ever had.

Of course, we were

living in tents and received the full

of it.

.benefit

The tents leaked and

the ground was covered with mud
from four to 12 inches deep.

During

Paul
for

who

Henry,

decorated
his

by

the

was

War

Lt. Henry was sent to a hospital
�nd

Texas,

begin

to

his

training.

training

in

t he

final lap

He

ibegan

September

at

Co., Camp Sibert, Ala.
Clark, who

left

school at the end of the fall term,
is with the air corps at Sheppard
Field, Texas.
He

"As yet I am unas

writes,

his
Gar

ner Field at Uvalde, Texas, and con
tinued :i,t Goodfellow Field, San An
gelo.
He entered the army in October,

ler Field, Miss., before receiving his

Lt. Doit

A.

2001

Montgomery,

So.

Brenton Mont

Col. Paul

(AA) ,

0. 954, .Postmaster, San Fran
cisco, Calif.
Robert L. Nichols, R.
M. le, Box A, U. S. N. A. S., Quon

A. P.

set Point, Rhode Island.

Ensign Howard Skidmore has been
transferred to Cecil Field, Jackson
ville, Fla.

He writes, "A few of us

met Russ Myers and his wife, Dick

I have a chance for aviation,

Frommel and wife, Herschel Jones

officers' training, going to technical

and Gene Vey.

school, or general service.

are in the navy with specialist sec

"I enjoy the life here except I miss
the night life somewhat.
there

ts

plenty of

However,

excitement ;

we

Myers and Fromme!

ond class petty officer ratings while
Jones is a civilian instructor for the
navy, waiting for the army air corps

struck a cow and wrecked the train

to

I was on, and Tony Martin, the or

here.

chestra leader; moved in next door."

the Little Campus again."

His address : A. S. N. 36630941, 405
T.

S.

S.,

Barracks

180,

Sheppard

Field, Texas.

Russell Davenport became a priv
ate in the army a few days .be fore
Christmas.
St.

He is now stationed at

P'etersburg,

Fla .

His

address :

Flight 258, 586th S. S., St. Peters
burg, Fla.

call him, and Vey

is

a marine

It felt as though we were in

His address : C ecil Field VSB. N.
A. S., U. S. N. R., Jacksonville, Fla.

S gt. Wallace D.
TSS,

Miami

Southard:

Beach,

Pensacola, Fla.

Air

584rd

Station,

Second Lieutenant

Lilliam 0. Level, Second W. A. A. C'.

Training

Center,

She

mess hall.

I work

from

11

a. m.

to 7 p. m. one day and from 4 a. m.
to

l' p. m. the next.

work is easy

and fun."

His address : Pvt. Curre�, 36633 173,
R. R. 0.-Area A-2·63, Fort Sheri
dan, Ill.

Corporal Art Vallicelli

writes,

"I

am now in the newest part of Scott
Field and as yet this section ls s�ill
under construction.

Of course, this

Daytona

physically fit.

shortage of ,proper

equipment."
He may be reached by addressing
mail to the 367th Technical School

Ill .
Pvt. Claude Hayes '43, is still sta

Squadron, Scott Field,

tioned at Fort Sheridan, Ill.

He ex

as

have to eat

Why not have every

student enrolled
course?" asks

in

a

Dr. Morris.

nutrition

"The problem of how to meet nu
tritional

needs is becoming

more

and more important with rationing
and food shortages more apparent
every day.

People

becoming

more

subject of

Dr. Morris.
She

in

general

interested

nutrition,"

McKinney,

"An

the

to

according
example

of

this is found in cafeterias all over
the nation.
fully

planned

given
food

The menus

are

care
are

and suggestions

as to combinations in
values.

Observation

of

best
trays

shows a general improvement in the
selections.
"The shortage of our most com
plete food, milk, will

affect

more

people than any other food.

This

shortage wm be more noticeable in
cities, where prices are already ris
ing.

"I believe that soybeans will play
a

more

feel the

important
need

role

Dr. and Mrs. Donald
c . R. Robbins, Miss

Winnie

Neely,

and

Miss

Gertrude

Hendrix.

EASTERN STUDENTS

listened

to

ment, review four plays this .morn
reviewed

written by

"Three

Katherine

Cornell

Alfred

which

in

the

iS. N. Behrman's ''The

with

Pirate,"

Sisters,"

Anton Chekhov,

leading role ;

Lynn

Lunt ;

Fontanne

George

Kauf

man's "The Doughgirls" ; and Thor
nton

when

we

for food substitutes,

of

the second part
he

caricatured a

Concert Pianist, with the

aid

red-yarn wig and an assumed

int.a
then
ed into a bit of boogie woogie,
After taking a few minuttt
from the piano to depict the
iority complex.

He went

history of the Lost Chord,

dances respectively, of grade

he

high school and college iboys,
turned

to the classics for his

tion of "Pastoral" by Scarlatti.
he portrayed a man's antics

in

ing on a button, then played a

two
"Little
Genius Grows Up," and "iMUJlt

ern ballad.

(He then gave

Following

ing in chapel.

and

During

Wilder's

"The

Skin

of

Teeth."

because of the

huge fat,

tent in soy beans," stated

intermissl<lll

go, then a very unusual number

ed Chopin in the Citrus Belt
which he enlisted the aid of an
ange and a grapefruit to keep
right hand melody going. A
to the serious for Chopin's C

Minor Waltz, then back to the ·
ulous for The Absent Minded
tuoso.

Three more novelty n

followed-"Rhythm

"Remarks,"

and

Keys."

at

any

"Mittens

on

Our

mineral,

DEF ENSE

vitamin, and complete protein con
ris.

the

played a Rhumba and Swing

Women's Physical Education depart

starred

and

preciation.''

Dr. Florence McAfee, head o f the

She

Dance"

Rhapsody."

comedy numbers called

are

in

·

continues,

DEMA

ECO NOMY

Dr. Mor

She emphasized her statements by
saying, "The publlc, especially the
person_ who plans
and
prepares

meals, must be educated in nutri
tion in order to keep the people on
the

home

front

in

good

physical

condition."

N EWELL
The latest Victor, Columbia and
Decca Classical and Popular

Records and Albums.

South Side of IJncoln S

HUCKLEBERRY

AT TENTH

Jewelry and Music Store

Beach,

Fla.

B O WL

T h u ts E n te rta i n
M rs. J . R. H owe l l

at

MRS . J. R. Howell, Jr., . of Dallas,
Texas, visited Dr. and Mrs. Hiram
Thut on Sunday and Monday, Jan.
Mrs. Howell , who is a sis
ter-in-law of Dr. Thut, stopped here

24-25.

on her return trip
Mass.

from

to Dallas, Texas.

Boston,

CHARLESTON
BOWLING ALLEYS

We extel'td an lnvitatfon to al
Easterr. students to take ad--

750 S ixth

vantage of the services ren·

S pec ia l Price
to Students

causes us a great deal of discomfort
because of the

"Men

portant that they know how to keep

Pvt. Fred Currey writes, "I'm in
charge of a large steam table in the

says,

well as women, and it is just as im

air corps, but I have three or four
tests, so

Home Economics department, ad

vocates a lecture class in nutrition

choices.

I ranked high on all my

B y Ann Thomann

DR. 8ADIE o. Morris, head of the

for every Eastern student.

South Minnesota, Sioux Falls,

Dr. and Mrs. Earl

Isabel

D r. F l orence McAfee
Revi ews P l ays

Dr. Morris Ca l l s for
Dieta ry Measu res

airplane mechanics school at Kees

Easterners had a little reunion a few
nights ago here at Jacksonville.
I

signed to any definite branch of the

. . . . Advises chefs

1941, and was graduated from the

appointment as a cadet.

Love

Rothschild, Mr.

Dr. Sadie Morris

has reported to the twin-engine ad
Lubbock,

"I

Robert Stickler, Dr. and Mrs. Don

Aviatien Cadet Dale Schriner '41,

of

Miss

ald Ray Alter,

at

sang

·

Miss Alice McKinney, Mr. and Mrs.

en f0r two months.

school

'45,

Guests - included

'Vas the first ,bed he had slept
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M usical Career

For Up-to-Date
SHOE 'REPAIRING

Every Tues.,

try

We l ton's S h oe Shop

Between 5th & 6th on Route lf

1 : 00 to 6 : 00

Open Bowling Every Thurs., Fri.,
Sat., Sun.

(Day and Nite)

dered by this institution.

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK

pects to remain there for some time.
His

address :

Battery A,

510

( CA

AA) , Barracks 652, Fort Sheridan,
Ill.

Alpha Perfetti may be reached hy
addressing mail

to him at the U. S.

Naval Air Station, Glenview, Ill., in

care of the Personnel Office.

S U N F E D VI TAM I N B R EA D

Meadow Gold

ltich in Natural Vitamins Bl, E, G
"Sunshine" Vitamin D.

and

IDEAL BAKERY

with every meal!

NORTll SIDE !,;QUARE

I t's an easy way to p ro
vide the fa m i ly with the
protect ive Vi ta m i n A.

PHONE

The

M ea d o w Gold D airy
PHONE 7

39

(B2)

An Improved White Loaf of Bread

C e re a l Cream

c
A
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R
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L
'S
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Serve

LITTLE CAMPU
i s you rs, s o w h y n o t make u se o f i t by d ropp'

For
Expert Workm a n s hi p
COME TO

B reen's B a rber Shop
Basement Linder Building

·

B U I L D B ETT E R B U S I N ESS W I TH
A N D R EWS P RO D U CTS

i n between c l a sses for one of those

T hey Kee p Movi ng the Yea r Around

Drinks or Sandwiches-

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE 85

6TH & RAILROAD

refresh i ng

PHONE 953

·
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Bob Crompton finds him
self i n somewhat of a di
lemma as he tries to evade
co-eds at Temple Univer' sity. It was all in fun, how
l ever, as Bob and friends
I showed what might happen if the manpower short
age starts i nterfering with
dates.
Photo by Becker
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The physical tra ining pro
gram for girls at Louisiana
State Un iversity includes in
struction i n poise. Corinne
Dale learns to walk properly
by balancing a book on her
head as Miss E I i z a b e t h
Moore, in structress; explains to
the other girls how it's don!?.

-

Not G. I.
Defi nitely not "governmeng
Miss Suzanne Penningroth, blonde senior
ens College, named honorary Lieutenant
of the annual Military Ball at the Uni
Missouri.

-

��

0:,

!

-

· Eli Students Make Way for Anny
These Yale University men are cheerf
ing" themselves to make room for 2,600 sold iers and instructors · of the U. S.
Corps who will train on the campus. It's a familiar sight to many students these
Wide World
·

INITIATION

It was practica lly a pa·
jama party when Ch i Pi,
men's professional journal
istic fraternity at Kent State
University, held initiation
ceremonies . for th ree new
p I e d g e s. The reason?
Well, two members work
the "swing sh ift'' in a :war
plant in nearby Akron and
don't complete their war
·chores until midnight. To
solve the problem, the in
itiation was set for 1 :30
a. m.

GLAMOUR

FIGHTS

Virginia
C o n n o r and
Margaret Hicks toss their
metal beauty aids into the
glamor barrel that has
been set up on the Long
Beach (Calif.) Junior Col
lege campus. Powder box
es that aided beauty will
go into pill bpx.es to fight
the enemy.
·

·

United We Stand-Flags of the Americas were placed in a "V" for
Victory as students of Southeast Missouri State Teachers College at
Cape Girardeau ioined in the fi rst Pan-American Fiesta to be held in
the United States. Four other state colleges have plans made for similar
celebrations.
Collegiate Digest Photo by Davis

I N ·TH E
' SKI TROOPS
"

they say:
•

SNO� BU N Ny" for beginner

" EGG

- �eels spill

"

-R,,

BEATE

GHOST SUIT

"

-

for head-over-

for
mouflage uniform

white ca-

,.CAM E LII for
.
the Anny man's
favorite cigarette
•

CAM E LS

HAVE W HAT IT .TAKES ! TH EY ' RE
EASY O N MY

TH ROAT- AN D

A

TR EAT TO MY

TASTE·!

With men

m

the Army, the Navy,

the Marine Corps, and the Coast
Guard, the favorite cigarette is Camel.
(Base� on actual sales records
Post Exchanges and Cantee�s.) -

m

... ...... ..

-

I

,

-

The "T-Zone" where cigarettes
are iudged
The " T- ZONE "- Taste and Throat - is the proving
ground for cigarettes.. Only your taste and throat can

decide which cigarette tastes best to you

• • .

and how it

affects your throat. For your taste and throat are abso

lutely individual to you. Based on the experience of

millions of smokers, we believe Camels will suit your
" T- ZONE " to a " T." Prove it for yourself!

It. J. UnnohJ.ijTt1bllCco Com1JiU1:r. \Vinston:salem. !'-forth Carolina

Going, Going ,

:

Go
�(Q

Skiing has become one
of the most p o p u I a r
sports of the nation in
recent years, and at
Bates College, Lewiston,
Me., it's the tops. Don
ald Harms in the fol. lowing series of pictures
shows "How It's Done
and Undone."
.

.

•

Photo by Gallivan

'The Bradley Blowhards' -Eric Barthel and Curt Reents, seniors at Bradley Polytechnic Insti
tute in Peoria, Ill., consider this title a compliment. The two men have set up glass-blowing
equipment in the chemistry lab and are work i ng their way through school by repairing chem
istry apparatus. Many Peoria concerns bring equipment in for repair.

I

)
1

These Men Will Find One Less Obstacle as a resul t of training now being given at Wesleyan
University. Exercising in and under water toughens many muscles not used in other athletic events.
With many Wesleyan men on the seven seas war-class graduates are being hardened to swimming
under water to avoid burning oil in case of ship-wreck.
Collegiate Digest Photo by Emery

Good Neighbor, Good Student-Elsa Perez .
Castaneda was brought to Pennsylvania Statc-.
College from Mexico by the Pennsylva nia Fed�
eration of Women's Club and has proven a n
Acme
A student i n chemical engineering.

Lawrence Coll ege Choir -

'Lives in Style,
Sings in Style'

·

)

·

The Lawrence College Choir of 70 voices under the
direction of Carl J . Waterman annually takes a tour of
the midd lewest. According to metropolitan music critics
this Appleton, Wis., group undertakes the most difficult
programs of any similar organization in the country.
They have d iscarded the old idea of being guests in
.homes while on tour and have lived i n the better ho
tels i n each city visited. Cond uctor Waterman says,
''.when they live in style, they sing in style."

It's "
a // a boa
rd" on

Michigan

A ven u. e
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wo-.da y

sta y in

Ch •c
" og0,

.

A birthdoy' party for the "Judge" en route. Waterman has conducted the choir
for 30 years.
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Only girls in the front row hove to
shoes. Others were in their stocking feet
tional saddle shoes .
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POSTER 15 TO SU PPLY

-A FU N D FOR GflUCHOS NOW I N
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·
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to Beauty-and the
of some 300 Army
cadets was "off" to
anon at Ward-Belmont
during the first cadet
i¥en' by the school.
r
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IT'S NO

MU S'5 ''
AFFAlR I
WA.R BONDS
STAMPS
A ND

AdY�rti1i1t9 Re,.itunt•fiYt :
N ATION AL

Medison

A D V E R T IS I N G

Av c � n . N e w York

S E R V I C E 'I N C .

400 N o. MichitH Avenue, Chicaso
4!0

Boston

So� Froncisco

Los �td"'s

Blood Bank Parade - More than
350 Springfield, (Mass.) College stu
dents organized a parade and march
ed to the city auditorium where they
donated 400 pints of blood to the
American Red Cross blood bank. Many
faculty members also joined in the
parade.
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'Watches'

on

Pa rade

Meet the WA.TC (Women's Auxiliary Training Corps), college counterpart
of the WAACS, first unit of which has been formed at the University of
Indiana. Dressed in bright red flannel shirts and blouses �nd white flannel
skirts, they form a colorful group when on the march. The co-eds volun
tarily talte waining In military tactics, strategy, courtesy and discipline.
On the campus, membe_rs of the corps are called ''Watches."
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